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What is the current context for education for environmental sustainability,
and what do we need?
What can we learn from others’ experiences of education for environmental
sustainability?
What could the future of education for environmental sustainability look
like?

The questions the research commission set out to answer were:

KEY QUESTIONS

SUMMARY

The aim of the study is to analyse where we are now with education for
environmental sustainability, what change is needed, and the barriers to this
change.  In May and June 2021, nine 2-hour online workshops were held.
Responses from 200 young people and teachers from England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland were recorded, with 34 from young people with declared
additional educational needs.

ABOUT THE STUDY

SYSTEMIC:  Undervaluing of environmental sustainability in government policy,
budgetary constraints for schools, the nature of the curriculum and assessment. 
SCHOOL LEVEL: Prioritising economic considerations in decision-making, 
 teacher workload, exam pressures and constraints, and insufficient confidence,
knowledge and agency for all members of the school community.

Young people and teachers identified barriers to education for environmental
sustainability in schools.  These were: 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Young people and teachers saw education for environmental
sustainability as learning to live differently to protect, preserve and
mend the environment for current and future generations.

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY

Humanity faces a climate crisis.  Education is needed to help the next
generation to adapt and respond to challenges associated with the changing
climate.  Changes are needed to ensure that education meets the needs of
teachers and young people in the context of sustainability.  The British
Educational Research Association (BERA) Research Commission 2021 brings
together teachers and young people from across the UK to create a manifesto
for change. This brief communicates headline messages for school leaders. 
 The manifesto produced will be launched to coincide with COP26 the UN
2021 Climate Change Conference. 

https://www.bera.ac.uk/


IMPLICATIONS

FOR SCHOOLS

Young people and teachers identified solutions at different scales including those for
the classroom, our schools, our local communities and at policy level, calling on school
leaders to:

R E V I E W

Identify ways that
sustainability can feature in
existing school-level policies
and contracts e.g. school
improvement plan, transport
plan, waste and recycling
contracts and the school
curriculum. 

Give students space and time
to learn about climate
change and environmental
sustainability - without linking
to assessment.  For example
through research projects,
learning how to change, and
developing youth activism. 

Place student voice and
agency at the core of
school’s sustainability work
so that students can learn
how schools work and can
lead action. This could be
through student councils and
elected green teams.

Make the sustainable choice
the convenient choice - in
school grounds, cafeterias
and classrooms - so that it is
visible and straightforward
for people to live, work and
learn sustainably. 

Appoint a school
sustainability lead akin to
the SENCO to co-ordinate
action on sustainability
across the school e.g.
curriculum, recycling,
resource choices, form
time as ‘sustainability’ time. G R O W

Provide teachers with the
time and resources to
engage in sustainability
focused professional develop  
to grow confidence and to
incorporate sustainability
within their teaching -
whatever the subject.

Represent sustainability in
school leadership teams,
committees and governing
bodies. Each decision-
making body should have
someone to advocate for
environmental
sustainability. 

Promote healthy diets and
healthy environments to
tackle eco-anxiety.  This
includes indoor and outdoor
learning spaces in schools,
and will involve work with
cafeteria and grounds staff. 
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NEXT STEPS
Production of an illustrated manifesto with artist Maisy Summer.

Manifesto launch in November 2021 to coincide with COP26. We encourage

school leaders to sign a pledge to:

Recognise the importance of young people's and teachers' perspectives in

making decisions about education for environmental sustainability

Commit to review the place and future of education for environmental

sustainability within their own organisations’ vision, strategy and practices

in the year following COP26.

Respond to the implications for schools.

Department or Agency  —   SDG Progress Report 2020
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To  attend  the  launch  of  the  manifesto
17 :00-18 :00  on  1st  November  2021
contact  lynda .dunlop@york .ac .uk .

www.york.ac.uk/education/research/uyseg
/research-projects/manifesto-efes/
routesjournal.org/projects/bera/

COMMISSION CO-LEADS COMMISSION PRINCIPAL PARTNERS 

For  commission  
homepage  scan  
QR  code .

VISIT

BERA  Research  Commissions  identify  and  address  issues  of  current  importance  to  the  study
and  practice  of  education  – specif ical ly  those  l ikely  to  prove  consequential  to  the  future
of  the  discipl ine  and  i ts  research  communities .  Generating  new  empirical  evidence  and
theoretical ly  r igorous  analysis ,  they  make  recommendations  for  how  educational  research ,
and  BERA  in  particular ,  can  respond  to  the  challenges  and  opportunit ies  arising  from  the
changing  nature  of  education  across  the  four  nations  of  the  UK .


